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Happy Holidays  

Best Wishes In The New Year  
With Christmas just around the 

corner, we send our warmest wishes to you 
and your family.  This newsletter is designed 
to provide interesting articles for both small 
and large animal clients and to help clients 
stay informed of upcoming events. We have 
exciting things coming up these next few 
months, so stay tuned! 

In this newsletter, learn more about 
dental health, nutrition, and our holiday 
hours. Stay up to date on seasonal hazards 
for your pet and meet two of our 
Veterinarians! 

 

  

 

 

Important Dates 
Dec. 24 : Christmas Eve (Open ½  day) 

Dec. 25 : Christmas Day (Closed) 

Dec. 26 : Boxing Day (Closed)  

Dec 31 : New Years Eve (Open all day) 

Jan. 1 : New Years Day (Closed) 

Feb. 2019 :  Dental Month 

 
Holiday Hazards 

The holidays are a busy and exciting 
time for all. It is important to remember that 
some of our festive traditions can be a hazard 
to our pets. Here are a few things to be aware 
of as the holiday season approaches. 

Ornamental plants (if ingested):  

• Poinsettia - mild gastric upset 

 • Mistletoe and Holly - severely toxic  

• Lilies - renal failure in cats  

• Tree water additives - mild to severe toxicity 

Foods: 

 • Chocolate - mild to severe toxicity depending 
on the type and amount ingested 

 • Macadamia nuts - moderate to severe toxicity  

• High fat foods - upset gastric track, pancreatitis 
 • Alcohol - mild to severe toxicity depending on 
the type and amount ingested  

"What we do each day matters to our patients, to our clients, to 
our families, to our profession, and to our community." 
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Household / tree ornaments:  

• Extension cords and electric cords - 
electrocution can occur if chewed on 

• Tinsel and ornaments - ingestion can lead to life 
threatening foreign bodies 
 

Employee Highlights 
Please help us welcome two of the 

newest Veterinarians to our staff! We are 
excited to watch them learn and grow with 
our practice.   
 

Dr. Robyn Kennedy 
Dr. Robyn Kennedy joined the Ranch 

Docs team in June 2019. Growing up on a 
farm/ranch near Water Valley, Alberta,  
Dr. Kennedy's dreams of becoming a 
veterinarian started at a very young age and 
came to realization upon graduation from the 
University of Calgary's DVM program in 
2019. Having completed her undergraduate 
degree in Biology here, at the University of 
Lethbridge prior to vet school, Dr. Kennedy is 
looking forward to being back in southern 
Alberta as part of the Ranch Docs team. With 
a strong interest in all aspects of mixed 
practice, she can't wait to get started 
working on all your critters from bulls to 
bunnies and everything in between! 

 

 

 
 
Dr. Ian Gibson 

Dr. Ian Gibson is the newest 
veterinarian to join our team, starting mid 
November 2019. Dr. Gibson was born in 
South Africa and lived there most of his life. 
He graduated in 2015 and worked in a mixed 
animal practice in rural South Africa for a 
year. Dr. Gibson then moved to Australia 
where he worked for 3 years, mainly in a 
small animal practice. He grew up with a love 
for animals and spent much of his spare time 
in the outdoors. Dr. Gibson enjoys fishing and 
hiking, and is excited to explore Alberta and 
get involved in all of the outdoor activities! 
He is eager to join the Ranch Docs team, and 
has a keen interest in small animal surgery.  
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The Pet Diet Mystery 
By: Robin Saar, RVT , VTS (Nutrition)  

Are all pet foods created equal? Why 
do vets carry different diets than the pet 
stores? What kind of “kick backs” do vets 
get? These are only some of the questions 
that I hear on a daily basis from clients,  and 
read on multiple internet chats. Do you ever 
wonder what the difference is? Why do vets 
carry these diets? Let’s look at some of these 
questions and solve the Pet Diet Mystery. 
 

Are all pet foods created equal? 
 
The simple answer is no. There are 

many factors that can make a pet food less 
desirable than another.  

One factor, is the quality of the 
ingredients. All ingredients have levels of 
quality. Depending on the volume, and 
purpose (is this ingredient used in human 
products,  as well as pet food), the level of 
quality may affect the buyers choice. The 
ingredients are also just carriers for 
nutrients. If the ingredients are poor then we 
can assume the nutrients will not be as 
available to the pet. 

Then, there are “innovations”. 
Innovations could be defined as 
advancements in research and nutrition that 

are utilized or added to a diet that make it 
better in comparison to another diet.  I don’t 
consider glucosamine to be an innovation as 
glucosamine is added naturally, through 
animal cartilage, to almost all diets on the 
market. The research does not show a 
consistent benefit for all dogs. We want to 
see if the diet provides any special 
characteristics that a normal diet wouldn't? 
Colostrum for higher immunity, L-carnitine 
for weight loss or heart disease, or medium 
chain triglycerides for cognitive (brain) 
health are examples of innovations in a diet. 
The research required to discover these 
innovations, test them and add them costs 
more money. Usually, these types of 
innovations are added at the vet diet level 
due to the research and cost behind them.  

One final factor is the manufacturing 
process the diet goes through: taking the raw 
ingredients, and changing it into kibble or a 
soft diet. Of course, as a consumer, we have 
no way to obtain or understand the benefits 
or detriments of different manufacturing 
processes. Companies who produce diets in 
all 3 sectors (vet clinic, pet store, and grocery 
store), use different techniques to make the 
food more digestible (less poop) as they 
move from the grocery through to the vet 
clinic. Usually, the grocery store diet will 
meet the basic necessities of life. The pet 
store equivalent diet will have different 
manufacturing techniques, resulting in 
higher digestibility (less poop), and may have 
some extra ingredients (innovations), that 
will benefit the pet. The vet diets will have 
the most research, best manufacturing 
techniques providing the highest digestibility 
(up to 96% for some components in dry 
diets), and extra innovations. Historically, vet 
food would cost more (per cup of food), but 
this is no longer the norm. Many pet store 
diets are the same price,  or more expensive, 
than vet line diets without the extra research 
being completed or innovations added.  
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Why do vet diets have different diets 
from the pet store? 
  

The original, and main focus of vet 
line diets is to provide nutrition that can be 
used as complementary medical treatment, 
in the aid of treating or preventing disease. 
Obesity, the number one cause of 
malnutrition, can require veterinary 
nutritional intervention to ensure the proper 
nutrients, calories and supportive care are 
prescribed.  

 

What are the kind of kick backs the 
vets get from selling pet foods? 
 

A wise woman once said, “ How many 
people go to ‘Not For Profit’ Pet Store to buy 
food?”.  All areas of the industry, pet stores 
included, will receive some type of loyalty 
reward, be it rebates, free lunch for the staff 
while they discuss the benefits of their 
products, or free product (bags, measuring 
cups)  as a few possible examples of loyalty 
rewards we see. These loyalty rewards are 
usually very small in comparison to the 
investment a clinic or store make, and are not 
large enough to sway a vet to sell a poor 
quality product. Think of this example: A vet 
sells a product that doesn’t work, and the 
pets hate the taste. This product may sell in 
the beginning, but clients would either return 
the product or not come back to buy it again. 
No matter how many bags that vet tried to 
sell, he would end up losing trust in his 
clients, and money for the clinic. Most vets 
want to provide clients with a food that is 
tasty for pets, and will make the pet 
healthier. They want you to come back, and 
buy the next bag; so they can see you on the 
good days,  not just the stressful ones. Vets 
want to have trust in the products they send 
with their patients so you can have trust in 
them. 

 

 
 
What else do we need to think about as 
clients looking at all the different diets? 

 
Think of ingredients as carries for the 

pets nutrients. We can’t judge the quality or 
digestibility (how much of it does the pet 
use), by looking at the label or ingredient list. 
A high quality corn ingredient may give more 
nutrients than a poor quality piece of meat.  

Look for a variety of ingredients. In 
the ingredient list, look at the first 5 
ingredients (the main part of the diet), and 
see if the nutrients are coming from multiple 
sources. If we ate only ingredients coming 
from 2 main sources for years,  how healthy 
would we be? An ingredient product 
mentioned more than once only counts as 
one. 

Contact the staff at Ranch Docs if you 
have any questions about your pets nutrition. 
Our RVT Robin, is the only Tech with her 
Nutrition Specialty west of Ontario! 
“Nutrition is a part of every pet, every day of 
their life”. 

Bad Breath? 
By: Spencer McCoy, RVT 

When it comes to oral hygiene, pets 
are a lot like us and can require at home care, 
as well as routine dental cleanings. When it 
comes to routine care, there are multiple 
ways to help slow the process of dental 
disease. Some common signs and symptoms 
you may notice are: foul smelling breath, not 
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wanting to eat, red and/or inflamed gums, 
broken teeth, missing teeth, and tartar build 
up. When it comes to routine care, there are 
multiple ways you can help slow the process 
of dental disease.  

The first step,  to ensure the best oral 
care for your pet, is to start them on a dental 
hygiene routine at a young age. Brushing 
your puppy or kittens’ teeth at a young age, 
will get them accustomed to feeling the 
brush in their mouth, and may allow them to 
tolerate it more. Brushing their teeth only 
twice per week,  will help to slow the process 
of dental disease. Brushing teeth isn’t the 
only way to slow the process of dental 
disease. We offer multiple other options at 
the clinic including oral rinses, water 
additives, dental wipes, dental chews, and 
our Purina Dental kibble. While many stores 
sell dental products for pets, always look for 
a VOHC (Veterinary Oral Health Council - 
proven to help retard plaque and tartar).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Although all these products are great 
at helping to slow the process of dental 
disease, they will not fix a problem that has 
already started. Once tartar starts to build 
up on your animals’ teeth, even at a young 
age, these products will not remove the 
tartar, and may only be a quick fix for foul 
breath. The only way to properly, and safely 
get tartar off of the teeth is to have a Dental 
Cleaning done at a Veterinary Clinic.  

During our dental cleanings your pet 
will be under general anesthesia, where our 
skillful technicians will scale the teeth with 

an ultrasonic scaler to remove tartar and 
debris, our veterinarian will probe the teeth 
to check for any pockets or holes in the gum 
and teeth.  If any teeth are fractured, 
damaged, or have deep pockets the 
veterinarian will be able to extract them, 
which can relieve a lot of pain from your pets’ 
mouth, and lastly finish with a polish. Hand 
scraping teeth alone will only put deeper 
grooves in the enamel causing plaque to 
build up more quickly. Once a dental cleaning 
has been done, it may be recommended to 
start your pet on some at home care, if they 
don’t already have an oral routine at home.  

Did you know we offer free dental 
consultations and quotes? Come on down to 
the clinic if you notice any of the signs or 
symptoms listed above. Don’t forget to check 
out our dental month in February and March! 
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